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Objectives. Reliability of left ventricular geometry assessed by echocardiography (Echo) using an assumed left ventricular mass (LVM) and one-dimensional eccentricity (relative wall thickness: RWT) remains questionable. This study evaluated the feasibility of three-dimensional left ventricular geometric analysis using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Methods. Echocardiography and MRI were performed on 55 patients with hypertension. LVM was calculated using 0.8 (American Society of Echocardiography-cube LVM) + 0.6 g for Echo and the slice summation method for MRI. Eccentricity was determined by RWT (septal wall thickness/posterior wall thickness/left ventricular inner diameter) for Echo and LVM/1.05/left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) ratio for MRI. Left ventricular geometry was classified into four patterns according to the presence/absence of left ventricular hypertrophy and abnormal/normal eccentricity (partition value: RWT = 0.44, MRI; LVM/1.05/LVEDV ratio; MRI). The patient distribution was compared between the two methods.

Results. Although the mean values for LVM were similar, the mean value for LVEDV by echocardiography was significantly higher (p < 0.0001) and the mean M/C ratio was significantly lower (r = 0.004) than those by MRI. There were widely dispersed LVM values at higher underlying values of LVM and significant correlations between MRI-LVEDV and Echo-LVM (r = 0.87) and between MRI-LVM and Echo-LVM (r = 0.75). There was a significant difference in patient distribution according to left ventricular geometric pattern between the two methods (p < 0.01). Concentric (n = 18) and eccentric hypertrophy (n = 12) were dominant patterns in Echo analysis, and concentric hypertrophy (n = 23) and concentric remodeling (n = 21) were dominant in MRI analysis. The left ventricular geometric patterns were different in 32 patients (58.0%). Inadequate LVEDV values in Echo were the primary cause of this phenomenon.

Conclusions. Left ventricular geometric analysis by Echo results in inaccurate values. Three-dimensional left ventricular geometric analysis using MRI provides more accurate information about left ventricular geometry.
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Abstract

Objectives. Reliability of left ventricular geometry assessed by echocardiography (Echo) using an assumed left ventricular mass (LVM) and one-dimensional eccentricity (relative wall thickness: RWT) remains questionable. This study evaluated the feasibility of three-dimensional left ventricular geometric analysis using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Methods. Echocardiography and MRI were performed on 55 patients with hypertension. LVM was calculated using 0.8 (American Society of Echocardiography-cube LVM) + 0.6 g for Echo and the slice summation method for MRI. Eccentricity was determined by RWT (septal wall thickness/posterior wall thickness/left ventricular inner diameter) for Echo and LVM/1.05/left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) ratio for MRI. Left ventricular geometry was classified into four patterns according to the presence/absence of left ventricular hypertrophy and abnormal/normal eccentricity (partition value: RWT = 0.44, MRI; LVM/1.05/LVEDV ratio; MRI). The patient distribution was compared between the two methods.

Results. Although the mean values for LVM were similar, the mean value for LVEDV by echocardiography was significantly higher (p < 0.0001) and the mean M/C ratio was significantly lower (r = 0.004) than those by MRI. There were widely dispersed LVM values at higher underlying values of LVM and significant correlations between MRI-LVEDV and Echo-LVM (r = 0.87) and between MRI-LVM and Echo-LVM (r = 0.75). There was a significant difference in patient distribution according to left ventricular geometric pattern between the two methods (p < 0.01). Concentric (n = 18) and eccentric hypertrophy (n = 12) were dominant patterns in Echo analysis, and concentric hypertrophy (n = 23) and concentric remodeling (n = 21) were dominant in MRI analysis. The left ventricular geometric patterns were different in 32 patients (58.0%). Inadequate LVEDV values in Echo were the primary cause of this phenomenon.

Conclusions. Left ventricular geometric analysis by Echo results in inaccurate values. Three-dimensional left ventricular geometric analysis using MRI provides more accurate information about left ventricular geometry.
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INTRODUCTION

Left ventricular hypertrophy has been recognized as important for the prognosis since the Framingham study showed an association between increased left ventricular mass (LVM) and significantly high cardiovascular mortality and morbidity. Echocardiographic assessment of left ventricular geometry is considered useful for improving risk stratification in hypertensive patients. Numerous studies of the relationship between left ventricular geometry and clinical variables have found that increased LVM and abnormal left ventricular eccentricity is a strong predictor of cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction and stroke, compared to other geometric patterns such as eccentric hypertrophy, concentric remodeling and normal geometry. However, echocardiography has inherent limitations in assessing left ventricular geometry. For instance, M-mode echocardiography utilizes a complex analytic model of LVM that requires a number of assumptions and is validated only in the normal left ventricle, although abnormal geometry is more common in hypertensive subjects. Using relative wall thickness (RWT) as an index of eccentricity also introduces uncertainties because RWT is calculated from one-dimensional values of septal and posterior wall thickness and left ventricular internal diameter on a single plane of the cardiac chamber. Therefore, it is questionable whether this value can accurately represent the entire heart.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is currently the most accurate method for determining LVM. MRI can include the entire heart in a set of parallel topographic images, so LVM can be measured three-dimensionally without any assumptions. In addition, simultaneous measurements of left ventricular cavity volume are also possible using the cine-MRI method, which can determine the relationship between LVM and left ventricular cavity volume.

The present study investigated the feasibility and effectiveness of three-dimensional analysis using MRI and clarified why echocardiography failed to adequately measure LVM and correctly assess left ventricular geometry.

METHODS AND SUBJECTS

Echocardiography

Two doctors unaware of the MRI results performed M-mode echocardiography using Secuioia, Acuson and Vivid 7 equipment (GE Yokokawa) with a 3.75-MHz transducer. Correct alignment of the cursor was performed under two-dimensional guidance in the parasternal long-axis view. Measurements of interventricular septal thickness (IVS), posterior wall thickness (PW) and left ventricular internal diameter (LVID) were made at end-diastole and end-systole as recommended by the American Society of Echocardiography. Left ventricular mass was calculated according to the following Devereux formula:

\[ LVM = 0.8 \left( \frac{LVID + PW}{2} \right)^{3} \times 1.04 \times 1.039 \times 0.6 \times \text{BSA} \]

where 1.04 is the specific gravity of the myocardium in echocardiography.

LVM was then indexed to body surface area to determine the left ventricular mass index (LVMI).

Left ventricular hypertrophy was considered to be present if LVMI was > 116 g/m² in men or 104 g/m² in women. RWT was calculated as 2 × the end diastolic PW/ left ventricular radius. Hypertrophy was considered concentric if RWT was > 0.44 and eccentric if RWT was normal. Patients with normal LVM were considered to have normal left ventricular geometry if RWT was ≤ 0.44 or concentric remodeling if RWT was > 0.44. Left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) was calculated as 0.8 × LVID³. Intra-observer variability in LVM measurements using the Devereux formula was assessed in a separate study comprised of 13 subjects. Two investigators unaware of the clinical status interpreted all echocardiograms. The mean coefficient of variation between the two observers was 5.9% at a 95% confidence interval of 0.8 - 11.0.

Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI was performed using a 1.5-Tesla superconductive magnet system (Siemens Magnetom Vision). Electrocardiographically-triggered gradient echo cine MRI images were obtained 0 and 40 msec after the R wave with an echo time of 4.8 msec. Slice thickness was 6 mm. Five parallel short-axis image planes perpendicular to the long axis were identified on the horizontal long-axis view. The basal and apical planes were
first located. The basal plane passed just below the mitral valves and cut through the muscular septum, whereas the apical plane passed just above the apical myocardium. The remaining three midventricular image planes were then defined equidistant between the apical and the basal planes. The five short-axis and long-axis images were acquired at end-diastole. Endocardial and epicardial borders as well as the papillary muscles were traced manually in each slice. LVM area and cavity area were calculated in diastole using the MRI scanner. Total mass volume and LVEDV were calculated after the summation of slices and LVM was obtained by multiplying by the specific gravity (1.05 g/mL). Left ventricular hypertrophy was considered present if LVMI was >114 g/m² in men or 96 g/m² in women.22

Intra-observer variability in LVM measurements was assessed by two observers unaware of clinical status in a separate study comprised of 14 patients. One of the observers repeated LVM measurements for intra-observer variability. The mean coefficient of variation between the two observers was 2.0% (95% confidence interval for limits of agreement at 7.1%). The hospital ethics committee approved this study, and informed consent was obtained from all patients.

**Determination of three-dimensional eccentricity**

Three-dimensional left ventricular geometric classification used LVM volume/cavity volume ratio (mass volume/cavity (M/C) ratio) as a determinant of three-dimensional eccentricity. With MRI, the M/C ratio is directly obtained by LVM/1.05/LVEDV (MRI-M/C ratio). To understand the relationship between RWT and the Echo-M/C ratio and to seek a partition value of the M/C ratio, we used Devereux’s formula (1):

\[
\text{Echo-M/C ratio} = \frac{\text{LVM volume}}{\text{cavity volume}} = \text{LVM}/1.04/\text{cavity volume}
\]

LVM volume = [0.8(1.04(IVS + LVID + PW) - (LVID²))] + 0.6(1.04

= 0.8((IVS + LVID + PW) - (LVID²)) + 0.58

Because cavity volume = 0.8(1.04)LVID³

Echo-M/C ratio = [0.8(IVS + LVID + PW) - (LVID²)] + 0.58LVID³

= [0.8(LVID³)] + 0.8LVID³

=[(IVS + LVID + PW) - (LVID²)] + 0.725LVID³

=LVID³ + 0.725/LVID³

where IVS is interventricular septal thickness, PW is posterior wall thickness, LVID is left ventricular internal diameter and 1.04 is the specific gravity of the myocardium in echocardiography.

Because 0.725/LVID³ is negligible,

Echo-M/C ratio = [(IVS + LVID + PW) - LVID³]/LVID³ + (RWT + 1)

Because RWT is defined as 2PW/LVID or (IVS + PW) LVID,

Thus, if formula (2) is rewritten as

\[
\text{Echo-M/C ratio} = (\text{RWT} + 1)
\]

If RWT is 0.4 (a partition value of RWT),

\[
\text{Echo-M/C ratio} = (0.44 + 1) - 1 = 1.99 - 2.0
\]

Thus, we defined the partition value of three-dimensional eccentricity as 2.0 (Fig. 1).

In our study, we used RWT calculated by IVS + PW) LVID because RWT calculated using (IVS + PW) LVID might be different from that using 2PW/LVID².23

**Fig. 1** Three-dimensional left ventricular geometric classification

Partition value of M/C ratio was 2.0. 96% (F) 114 (M): Cut-off values for left ventricular hypertrophy in females and males were 96 g/m² and 114 g/m², respectively. M/C ratio = left ventricular mass volume/left ventricular end-diastolic volume; MRI-LVMI = left ventricular mass index (left ventricular mass/body surface area) by magnetic resonance imaging.

**M / C ratio**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentric remodeling</th>
<th>Concentric hypertrophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>96(F) 114(M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MRI-LVMI**
Statistical analysis

Values are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Linear regression analysis was used to determine the correlation between LVMI and LVEDV assessed with echocardiography and MRI, and to assess the relationship between RWT, the Echo-M/C ratio, and the MRI-M/C ratio. Comparisons between echocardiography and MRI were made using Student t-test and chi-square test as appropriate. Comparisons between multiple groups was performed with Scheffe’s post hoc test. In addition, a Bland and Altman analysis was performed to determine the agreement between LVM by echocardiography and LVM by MRI. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics

This study included 55 patients with clinically stable hypertension treated with antihypertensive drugs and a salt-restricted diet. The 34 men and 21 women had a mean age of 62.2 ± 10.3 years. Treatment was conducted for a mean duration of 101 ± 93.1 months. Mean systolic/diastolic pressures were 140.3 ± 15.4/77.5 ± 14.2 mmHg, mean heart rate was 70.3 ± 10.9 beats/min, and mean ejection fraction was 78 ± 12%. Drugs administered to the patients included calcium antagonist (49%), beta blocker (31%), angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (27%), angiotensin receptor-1 blocker (24%), alpha blocker (6%) and diuretic agents (20%). The mean interval between echocardiography and MRI was 20.7 ± 20.1 days.

Comparison of LVM, LVMI, LVM volume and LVEDV as determined by MRI and echocardiography

Mean values of LVM, LVMI, and LVM volume by echocardiography were slightly higher than those by MRI. However, the differences between the two methods were not statistically significant (191 ± 69 vs 186 ± 65 g, NS, 112 ± 34 vs 109 ± 35 g/m², NS, and 184 ± 66 vs 177 ± 62 ml, NS, for echocardiography and MRI, respectively). The LVMI correlation between the two methods was statistically significant but weak (y = 0.33x + 72, r = 0.33 by linear regression). Bland and Altman analysis showed a mean difference of -6.1 g in the value of LVM between the two methods. The mean differences, calculated as 1.96 × the standard deviation of the difference at a 95% confidence interval, were +65.9 g and -78.1 g (Fig. 2).

The LVEDV mean value by echocardiography was significantly higher than that by MRI (95.0 ± 33.0 vs 73.4 ± 23.0 ml, p < 0.0001; Fig. 3 - left) and the LVEDV correlation between the two methods was statistically significant (y = 0.31x + 44, r = 0.43; Fig. 3 - right). However, higher and lower values of LVEDV by echocardiography were observed in 38 patients (69.1%) and 17 patients (30.9%) respectively, compared to those by MRI.

RWT, Echo-M/C ratio, and MRI-M/C ratio

The mean RWT, Echo-M/C ratio and MRI-M/C ratio were 0.43 ± 0.09, 1.93 ± 0.56 and 2.41 ± 0.46, respectively. There was no correlation between RWT and the MRI-M/C ratio (y = 0.1x + 2.5, r = 0.004 by linear regression).
MRI-M/C ratio was significantly higher than the Echo-M/C ratio \( p < 0.0001 \); **Fig. 4 - left**. There was also no correlation between the Echo-M/C ratio and the MRI-M/C ratio \( r = 0.004 \); **Fig. 4 - right**.

Correlation of LVEDV and LVM with MRI-mass/cavity and Echo-mass/cavity curves

**Fig. 5** shows the relationships between LVEDV and LVM in MRI and echocardiography. The two cubic curves were constructed by calculating 1.05 \( \times \) the MRI-M/C ratio and 1.04 \( \times \) the Echo-M/C ratio. There were significant correlations between MRI-LVEDV and MRI-LVM \( r = 0.87 \); **Fig. 5 - left** as well as between Echo-LVEDV and Echo-LVM \( r = 0.75 \); **Fig. 5 - right**. The two cubic curves were nearly identical until LVEDV reached 80 ml. After this point, LVM increased at a slower rate with echocardiography until LVEDV reached 140 ml, whereas LVM continued to increase at approximately the same rate in MRI.

Comparison of LVM measurements by MRI and echocardiography

LVM could be measured using the MRI-mass/cavity and Echo-mass/cavity curve; **Fig. 5**. MRI-LVM was calculated as MRI-LVEDV \( \times \) 1.05 \( \times \) the MRI-M/C ratio, so the mean value for MRI-LVM 186 g was obtained by taking 73.4 ml \( \times \) 2.53 g/ml \( \times \) 1.05 mean MRI-M/C ratio. Echo-LVM 191 g was also obtained from 95.0 ml \( \times \) mean value for Echo-LVEDV \( \times \) 2.01 g/ml \( \times \) 1.04 mean Echo-M/C ratio. Based on this schema, the mean values for LVM appear to be quite similar, however, different mechanisms, i.e. different LVEDV values and different M/C ratios, were used for in calculating LVM in the two methods. In addition, both values for Echo-LVEDV and Echo-LVM were never the same for the two methods in the present study.

Comparison of left ventricular geometric patterns by MRI and echocardiography

**Fig. 6** shows the patient distribution according to the left ventricular geometric classification obtained by echocardiography and MRI. There was a significant difference in patient distribution according to the left ventricular geometric pattern between the two methods \( p < 0.01 \). The echocardiographic geometric classification showed 18 patients \( 32.7\% \) had concentric hypertrophy, 12 patients \( 21.8\% \) eccentric hypertrophy, 9 patients \( 16.4\% \) concentric remodeling, and 16 patients \( 29.1\% \) normal geometric patterns.
try. In contrast, the MRI geometric classification showed 24 patients (43.6%) had concentric hypertrophy, 2 patients (3.6%) eccentric hypertrophy, 23 patients (41.8%) concentric remodeling, and 6 patients (10.9%) normal geometry. Thus, the number of patients with hypertrophy was higher with the echocardiographic geometric classification compared to the MRI geometric classification (30 vs 26, 54.5% vs 47.3%). Furthermore, the number of patients with abnormal eccentricity (M/C ratio ≥ 2.0) was higher in the MRI geometric classification compared to the echocardiographic geometric classi-

Fig. 4 Comparison of mean M/C ratios between echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging (left) and correlation of M/C ratio by echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging (right).

M/C ratio determined by MRI was significantly higher than that by echocardiography (< 0.0001). There was no correlation between the Echo-M/C ratio and MRI-M/C ratio (y = 0.01x + 2.5, r = 0.004 by linear regression).

Abbreviations as Figs. 1, 3.

Fig. 5 Correlation of left ventricular end-diastolic volume and left ventricular mass by magnetic resonance imaging and echocardiography: MRI-mass/cavity curve (left) and Echo-mass/cavity curve (right).

There were close correlations between LVEDV and LVM in MRI (y = - 113 + 0.1x - 0.78x² + (3.2E⁻⁴)x³, r = 0.87) and in echocardiography (y = - 83 + 6.7x - 0.6x² + (2.6E⁻⁴)x³, r = 0.75).

Abbreviations as Figs. 1, 3.
The M/C ratio increased in 39 of 55 patients (70.9%) and decreased in 16 patients (29.1%) if the geometric classification was changed from echocardiography to MRI. The number of patients with abnormal eccentricity increased in 23 patients and decreased in only 3 patients. The LVMI values increased in 24 patients and decreased in 31 patients if the method of geometric classification was changed from echocardiography to MRI. The number of patients with hypertrophy decreased in 12 patients and increased in 8 patients.

Changes in M/C ratio and LVMI subsequently caused changes in the geometric patterns of 32 patients (58.2%): 3 patients from concentric hypertrophy to normal geometry, 3 patients from concentric hypertrophy to concentric remodeling, 4 patients from eccentric hypertrophy to concentric hypertrophy, 5 patients from eccentric hypertrophy to concentric remodeling, 1 patient from eccentric hypertrophy to normal geometry, 6 patients from normal geometry to concentric hypertrophy, 8 patients from normal geometry to concentric remodeling and 2 patients from concentric remodeling to concentric hypertrophy. The left ventricular geometric pattern remained unchanged in only 23 of 55 patients (41.8%; Fig. 6).

Effect of changing geometric classification on variables

Table 1 shows the changes in the MRI-M/C ratio, Echo-M/C ratio, and LVM and LVEDV values that occurred if the geometric classification was changed from echocardiography to MRI. The echocardiographic geometric classification showed the Echo-M/C ratios were significantly higher in concentric hypertrophy and concentric remodeling, the LVM values were significantly higher in concentric hypertrophy and eccentric hypertrophy, and the value of LVEDV was highest in eccentric hypertrophy. There were no statistical differences in the M/C ratios of all geometric patterns. The MRI geometric classification showed the MRI-M/C ratios were significantly higher in concentric hypertrophy and eccentric hypertrophy, and the LVM values were significantly higher in concentric hypertrophy and eccentric hypertrophy. The highest LVEDV value occurred with eccentric hypertrophy, although no statistical significance was noted because there was only a small number of patients with eccentric hypertrophy. All LVM and LVEDV values were approximately 5% to 30% lower with the MRI geometric classification compared to the echocardiographic geometric classification. To determine the reliability of the echocardiographic geometric classification, we re-examined the LVM and LVEDV values using MRI data from the same patients. We found that there were no statistical differences in the LVM and LVEDV values in any of the geometric patterns, although the LVM values were still highest in concentric hypertrophy.

DISCUSSION

Comparison between the LVM measurements by echocardiography and MRI

LVM measurements according to the American Society of Echocardiography-recommended (Devereux) formula are universally accepted and widely described in the literature. However, the accuracy of this method has recently been questioned. This formula assumes the ventricle is a trun-
for MRI-LVM and MRI-LVEDV, which led to a cine MRI method could obtain the correct values neous measurement of LVM and LVEDV using the methods becomes greater with higher the underly-

diography overestimates LVM compared to MRI. Although there was no statistical signi

tent with these previous studies. Although Table LVM increased

distribution between Echo-LVEDV and Echo-LVM mass/cavity curve,

especially in patients with hypertension3

Geometry is more common in the human heart, especially in patients with hypertension3.

LVM is calculated as the speci

 gravity

Because LVM is calculated as the specific gravity M/C ratio LVEDV, the measurement of both LVEDV and M/C ratio appears to be absolutely necessary for determining the mechanisms of LVM measurements in both methods.

There was an approximately 30% overestimation of the mean value for LVEDV with echocardiography, although overestimated and underestimated LVEDV values were observed in 38 patients (69.1%) and 17 patients (30.9%) respectively. By evaluating the relationship between the difference of LVEDV and LVM values between the two methods, we found that the difference between Echo-LVEDV and MRI-LVEDV significantly influenced LVM measurements.

There was no statistical difference between the mean values of Echo-LVM and MRI-LVM in our study, possibly because the hearts were smaller compared to previous studies. The mean LVM values were less than 200 g in our patients and more than 200 g in patients from other studies. A

Table 1 Changes in variables according to the left ventricular geometric patterns calculated by three different methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>EH</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-M/C ratio</td>
<td>2.49 $\pm$ 0.6</td>
<td>2.46 $\pm$ 0.2</td>
<td>2.30 $\pm$ 0.44</td>
<td>2.42 $\pm$ 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo-M/C ratio</td>
<td>2.36 $\pm$ 0.33 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>2.07 $\pm$ 0.33 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>1.66 $\pm$ 0.21</td>
<td>1.57 $\pm$ 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVM</td>
<td>248 $\pm$ 70 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>155 $\pm$ 33</td>
<td>202 $\pm$ 44 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>138 $\pm$ 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEDV</td>
<td>101 $\pm$ 35</td>
<td>72 $\pm$ 13 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>117 $\pm$ 31 $\pm$ 0</td>
<td>85 $\pm$ 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^p<0.0001$ CH vs CR, $^p<0.01$ CH vs CR, $^p<0.001$ CH vs EH, $^p<0.001$ CH vs N, $^p<0.01$ CR vs EH, $^p<0.001$ CR vs N, $^p<0.001$ EH vs N, $^p<0.05$ EH vs N.

A: Results obtained from geometric classification by echocardiography using echocardiographic data.
B: Results obtained from geometric classification by echocardiography using MRI data.
C: Results obtained from geometric classification by MRI using MRI data.

Abbreviations as in Figs. 1 - 3, 6.

cated, ellipsoid cone with a long-axis/short-axis ratio of 2:1. However, abnormal left ventricular geometry is more common in the human heart, especially in patients with hypertension3.

In fact, several studies comparing the accuracy of LVM measurements using echocardiography and MRI in humans15,17 reported that M-mode echocardiography overestimates LVM compared to MRI and that the difference in LVM between the two methods becomes greater with higher the underlying values of LVM15-17). Our results were consistent with these previous studies. Although there was no statistical significance, echocardiography slightly overestimated LVM compared to MRI, and Bland and Altman analysis showed that the distribution of LVM values became wider as values of LVM increased (Fig. 2).

The present study showed a significant correlation between Echo-LVEDV and Echo-LVM (Echo-mass/cavity curve, $r = 0.75$). In addition, simultaneous measurement of LVM and LVEDV using the cine MRI method could obtain the correct values for MRI-LVM and MRI-LVEDV, which led to a significant correlation between MRI-LVEDV and MRI-LVM (MRI-mass/cavity curve, $r = 0.87$).

Because LVM is calculated as the specific gravity M/C ratio LVEDV, the measurement of both LVEDV and M/C ratio appears to be absolutely necessary for determining the mechanisms of LVM measurements in both methods.
similar result was also reported showing quite similar mean values for LVM.

**RWT and M/C ratio**

RWT is widely used as a determinant of eccentricity in echocardiographic geometric classification. The partition value of 0.44 was first used to represent approximately the 99th percentile value of normal subjects in order to maintain acceptable detection of abnormal left ventricular geometry. In our study, by determining the relationship between RWT and the Echo-M/C ratio using the Devereux formula, we found that Echo-M/C ratio was a cubic function of RWT, Echo-M/C ratio = (RWT + 1) 0.87 - 1, and the partition value of the Echo-M/C ratio corresponding to the 0.44 RWT value was 2.0. This observation validated the use of the Echo-M/C ratio as an index of three-dimensional eccentricity. However, the mean value for the Echo-M/C ratio was significantly lower than that for the MRI-M/C ratio, which was directly obtained by MRI, and there was also no correlation between the Echo-M/C ratio and the MRI-M/C ratio. In our study, the mean values for LVM were similar between echocardiography and MRI, so the overestimation of Echo-LVEDV rather than MRI-LVEDV is attributable to lower M/C ratio in echocardiography. These results indicate the limited accuracy of echocardiography for measuring true eccentricity.

The MRI-mass/cavity curve had a better correlation than the Echo-mass/cavity curve (r = 0.87 vs 0.75, respectively). The reasons for this result seem to be twofold: the difference in the number of variables that influence LVM calculation and LVEDV value, and also the difference in the measurement accuracy of these variables. MRI-M/C ratio is always calculated for MRI-LVM and MRI-LVEDV, which are known to be correct, whereas Echo-LVM can be influenced by IVS thickness, PW thickness, and LVID. In addition, the assumed Echo-LVEDV value (0.8 LVID 3) significantly influences the LVEDV value, and overestimation and underestimation of the Echo-LVEDV value can lead to widely dispersed LVM values. Thus, since these results support the validity of the cubic formula for LVM measurements, MRI provides a more accurate M/C ratio than echocardiography.

Currently, there are no reports evaluating the clinical usefulness of the M/C ratio, although the mass/cavity ratio is used as an index of left ventricular dysfunction. Based on the present findings, we assume that the MRI-M/C ratio can provide an important marker of the development of left ventricular hypertrophy.

**Left ventricular geometric classifications: Echocardiography vs MRI**

Patient distribution significantly differed between echocardiography and MRI classifications according to the left ventricular geometric pattern. Left ventricular geometry is defined by LVM, LVEDV and the M/C ratio, and the LVM, LVEDV values and M/C ratio differed for every patient according to the two methods in our study, so the left ventricular geometry will never be the same if comparing MRI and echocardiographic geometric classifications. Therefore, the significant differences seen in patient distribution between echocardiographic and MRI classification are not surprising. In fact, significant changes in both the M/C ratio values and the LVMI values occurred simultaneously in 14 patients when the method of geometric classification was changed from echocardiography to MRI. Accordingly, geometric changes from normal to concentric hypertrophy, and vice versa, occurred easily and most patients had abnormally increased eccentricity when the geometric classification changed from echocardiography to MRI (Fig. 6).

The inaccurate Echo-LVEDV values were the primary cause of the incorrect left ventricular geometry observed by echocardiography. Although 0.8 LVID 3 for the LVEDV value is theoretically reasonable as long as Devereux's formula is used for LVM measurements, LVEDV values by M-mode echocardiography that were calculated using 0.8 LVID 3 are known to be inaccurate. This may be the reason why many previous attempts to measure LVM have disregarded the LVEDV value. However, our study demonstrated that an accurate LVEDV value is essential for accurate LVM measurement and the correct assessment of left ventricular geometry. These findings indicate that M-mode echocardiography is of limited value for the measurement of LVM and assessment of left ventricular geometry and may give rise to misunderstandings, so left ventricular geometric analysis by this method should be interpreted cautiously.

In spite of the inaccurate left ventricular geometric analysis by echocardiography, patients with concentric hypertrophy had more severe disease and poorer prognosis compared to other geometric pat-
Study limitations

Only a few subjects were examined in this study and the LVM was relatively small compared to previous studies\(^{15,16}\). Only 5 short-axis slices were used for the MRI measurement. Undoubtedly, more slices would increase the accuracy of this technique. Recent technological improvements now allow for 10 short-axis slices. Although we used a partition value of 2.0 as the MRI-M/C ratio, this value originated from the RWT value of 0.44 in the echocardiographic geometric classification. Therefore, we hope to find a more adequate partition value for three-dimensional geometric classification by MRI that represents approximately the 99th percentile value in normal subjects.

CONCLUSIONS

Accurate assessment of left ventricular geometry is assuming greater importance for determining the severity, prognosis and therapeutic efficacy of patients with hypertension. The present study clearly demonstrated that three-dimensional geometric analysis using MRI is feasible and that this method can provide a more accurate assessment of left ventricular geometry than the conventional left ventricular geometric classification by M-mode echocardiography. Further studies are needed to confirm the clinical usefulness of this method.
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